
Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Thermal Management of Electronic Systems Project ID: R001

Supervisor: Justin Weibel Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Project Description:	Proper thermal management of electronic devices is critical to avoid

overheating failures and ensure energy efficient operation, from supercomputers to electric

vehicles. Research projects in the Cooling Technologies Research Center (CTRC) are

exploring new technologies and discovering ways to more effectively apply existing

technologies to addresses the needs of companies and organizations in the area of

high-performance heat removal from compact spaces. One of the distinctive features of

working in this Center is training in practical applications relevant to industry.  The research

experience will be in the Electronics Cooling Laboratory of the CTRC, which is located within

the Mechanical Engineering Building. Our ongoing projects are aligned with major national

initiatives to develop thermal management systems that will enable carbon-neutral electrified

aviation and eliminate energy and water use associated with data center cooling.  Read more

about these initiatives at the links

below:https://arpa-e.energy.gov/technologies/programs/ascendhttps://arpa-e.energy.gov/techn

ologies/programs/coolerchips

Final Deliverables: Depends on project and for credit/pay

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:

Project opportunities involve both experimental and computational aspects, and are

multi-disciplinary in nature, with a mix of heat transfer, fluid dynamics, surface and interfacial

science, and microfabrication. Projects are open to excellent students wi
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: DNA Nanotechnology Project ID: R002

Supervisor: Jong Hyun Choi Number of positions: 1

Project Description:

DNA is a genetic material for life. Recent advances have shown it is possible to use DNA

molecules as engineering tools and building blocks. This project develops nanomachines and

metastructures from DNA and study relevant mechanics and thermodynamics.

Final Deliverables: Monthly report and final presentation

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Juniors with good academic standing
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: 2D Materials Project ID: R003

Supervisor: Jong Hyun Choi Number of positions: 1

Project Description:

Atomically-thin materials have emerged as semiconductors of next generation due to their

unique layer-number-dependent physical properties. This project investigates mechanical,

optical, and electrical properties of 2D materials toward nanoelectronics and optoelectronics.

Final Deliverables: Monthly reports and final presentation

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Juniors with good academic standing
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Energy Storage Analytics Project ID: R004

Supervisor: Partha P. Mukherjee Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries are ubiquitous. Thermal safety and degradation characteristics of

these systems are critical toward safer and high-performance batteries for electric vehicles. As

part of this research, data-driven analytics of experimental and simulated performance under

normal and anomalous operating conditions of Li-ion cells will be performed.

Final Deliverables:
The final deliverable will be one end-of-semester research report (based on weekly progress

presentations and updates) and one final presentation.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Strong analytical skill and desire to learn new experimental and modeling/analysis tools.
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Nanoscale 3D printing Project ID: R005

Supervisor: Xianfan Xu Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

The ability to create 3D structures in the micro and nanoscale is important for many

applications including electronics, microfluidics, and tissue engineering. This project deals with

developing and testing of a laser-based setup for building 3D structures with sub-micrometer

resolution. A method known as femtosecond laser two photon polymerization is used to

fabricate such structures in which a polymer is exposed to laser and at the point of the

exposure the polymer changes its structure. Moving the laser in a predefined path results in

the desired shape and the structures. The setup incorporates the steps from designing a CAD

model file to slicing the model in layers to generating the motion path of the laser needed for

fabricating the structure. Machine learning is also being used to improve the printing accuracy.

Possible involvements by the undergraduate researcher include developing control algorithms,

better CAD models, and better manufacturing strategies.

Final Deliverables: Summary Report

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:
Mechanical Engineering Junior or Senior standing with GPA &gt; 3.5, CAD models, knowing

Python is a plus.
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Heat Transfer in Semiconductor Thin Films Project ID: R006

Supervisor: Xianfan Xu Number of positions: 1

Project Description:

This project deals with study of heat transfer in very thin film semiconductor materials using

Raman Spectroscopy and Ultrafast laser measurement systems. Heat transfer in advanced

semiconductor materials including 2D materials (very thin layered materials bonded by van der

Waalâ€™s force) shows superior characteristics for applications in numerous advanced

devices. Their thermal transport behaviors are also different compared with bulk materials, and

an understanding of the transport process is important for the applications of these materials.

We use non-contact optical method (i.e., lasers etc.) to investigate heat flow in these materials.

The undergraduate student will work with graduate students to learn to use state-of-the-art

experimental facilities, carry out experiments, and analyze experimental results.

Final Deliverables: Final report

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:
Mechanical Engineering Junior or Senior standing with GPA &gt; 3.5, having taken ME315 is a

plus
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Thermometers, Strain Gauges and Defect Detectors for Semiconductors using Light Project ID: R007

Supervisor: Thomas Beechem Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Semiconductor Sensing: Semiconductor chips are some of the most technologically advanced

machines humanity has ever made.  Like any complex machine, they break.  Methods for

predicting where they will break and why they have broken are therefore necessary. You will

help us make the thermometers, strain gauges, and â€œdefect detectorsâ€• that are up to the

task using some of the worldâ€™s most advanced semiconductor characterization tools that

we develop here at Purdue.Whatâ€™ Youâ€™ll Do: Team members will be responsible for

performing spectroscopic measurements of next generation semiconductor materials, devices,

and packages.  Specifically, you will use Raman (sounds like but is not the noodle) and

photoluminescence (fancy for glow in the dark) to image the temperature, stress, and

presence of defects in everything from commercial logic chips made by Intel to materials being

considered for next generation memory devices. Direct mentoring from Dr. B will build your

skills in advanced spectroscopic tools (Raman, photoluminescence), coding, technical

communication and professional development. In addition, you will have the chance to

participate in writing journal articles and pursuing patents based on your work.Who we areâ€¦

Specere is a latin word that means â€œto look or behold.â€• Thatâ€™s what we do. We look,

explore, and examine different ways to: (1) move energy with light and (2) get information from

light. More specifically, we are a light lab employing infrared physics to create spectroscopic,

thermal, and sensing solutions.

Final Deliverables:
Group Presentation outlining technical progress with accompanying â€œmeeting slideâ€• deck

outlining research progress through term.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:

Who we are seekingâ€¦ We look for motivated and hard-working undergraduates having both

strong aspirations for post-graduate studies as well as those that are just considering the

possibility of grad school. All applicants should be capable of working ind
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Engineering Safer Batteries through Thermal ManagementProject ID: R008

Supervisor: Amy Marconnet Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Lithium-ion batteries power devices from phones and computers to electric vehicles and more.

They heat up during operation and the high temperatures can lead to catastropic failures

including fires and explosions. In this project, we are engineering new solutions to effectively

cool battery cells and modules leveraging liquid cooling.Depending on the background and

interest of the undergraduate student, they will focus on experimental and/or modeling aspects

of the system design and evaluation.- On the experimental side, you could design, build, and

test the facilities for understanding how the battery cell responds in different immersion (liquid)

cooling configurations.- On the computational side, you could develop models that combine

fluid flow, heat transfer, electrochemical, and mechanical effects to understand the reliability of

the battery system under different conditions.

Final Deliverables:
Presentation during group meetingFinal report including documentation of all

designs/data/processes/etc.

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:

Please apply if you are interested/motivated even if you do not have all skills yet. Some

aspects of this project require just basic physics, although knowledge of fluids, heat transfer,

CAD, FEA, CFD, python, matlab, etc. are useful
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Engineering Materials for Thermal Transport in Semiconductor Systems Project ID: R009

Supervisor: Amy Marconnet Number of positions: 1

Project Description:

Does your phone or laptop ever get too hot to touch? Within electronic devices, heat

generated by the components doing calculations must be dissipated to through the electronics

package to the environment to prevent failure and to protect the users. This project focuses on

engineering materials with either high thermal conductivity to effectively dissipate the heat or

extremely low thermal conductivity to isolate and protect delicate components in the system. A

combination of experimental property measurements, microstructural analysis, and

performance tests will help identify routes to achieve better performance. Students in this

project will fabricate new materials, measure their thermal properties, analyze their

microstructures, integrate them into electronics packages, and test their thermal performance.

Note, multiple students will contribute to the project in collaboration with gradaute student

mentoring. Students are not required to have prior heat transfer or materials experience to

apply for and excel at this research project.

Final Deliverables:
Presentation during group meeting Final report including documentation of all

designs/data/processes/etc

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:

Please apply if you are interested/motivated even if you do not have all skills yet. Some

aspects of this project require just basic physics, although knowledge of fluids, heat transfer,

CAD, FEA, CFD, python, matlab, etc. are useful
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Microscale 3D Printing using Volumetric and Holography Methods Project ID: R010

Supervisor: Liang Pan Number of positions: 3

Project Description:

Three-dimensional (3D) printing is routinely performed by writing 1D shapes (point-by-point) or

2D shapes (layer-by-layer), using different methods, such Stereolithography (SLA), Selective

Laser Sintering (SLS), Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), and Digital Light Process (DLP).

Here we will assemble a team to experimentally implement a microscale 3D printer method

with software and hardware infrastructure that can support a new operation mode to directly

placing 3D shapes (such as cubes, spheres, or other complex 3D shapes) by using volumetric

projection.

Final Deliverables: Software and hardware infrastructures

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:

Applicants expect to have one of the following capabilities. 1.	Operation of 3D printers2.	Use of

CAD to create 3D geometries3.	Programing4.	Basic digital circuits and the use of oscilloscope

and other electronics.  5.	Machining
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Build and testing of flexible oscillating heat pipes Project ID: R011

Supervisor: Liang Pan Number of positions: 3

Project Description:

Oscillating heat pipes favors high working efficiency and can potentially offer high peak cooling

capability for high power applications. Existing manufacturing techniques allow the quick

creations of complicated flow structures, however the design and testing of the oscillating heat

pipes are not currently implemented at high heating powers with reconfigurable shapes. This

project will assemble a team of students to work with current graduate students to design,

fabricate and test novel flexible oscillating heat pipes.

Final Deliverables: prototype flexible oscillating heat pipes and testing results

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:
Applicants expect to have one or more of the following capabilities. 1. Fabrication skills in

machine shop2. Use of CAD software3. Programing4. Thermodynamics
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Mechanical Engineering Education Research Project ID: R012

Supervisor: Eric Holloway Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Are you interested in how engineers are educated and the research behind it? Questions such

as how to measure and assess student learning, what are measures of student success, and

how are students prepared to enter the workforce? I am working on several quantitative and

qualitative projects assessing student learning and outcomes in Mechanical Engineering and

other engineering disciplines to understand how students are being prepared for professional

practice. Our team needs ME undergraduates who are considering grad school, are interested

in educational issues, have excellent skills in MATLAB and Excel, and have open minds to

learn about educational research methods! Projects include assessing sophomore success

metrics, assessing studentsâ€™ professional skills, and assessing learning in makerspaces,

among others.

Final Deliverables:
The final deliverables will depend on the qualifications of the applicants and which project

students are assigned to. Details will be worked out at the start of the semester.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:
ME junior or senior; Prefer students who are seriously considering graduate school. Will only

consider students who can commit to working with our team both Fall and Spring semesters.
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Engine Test Cell Research Project ID: R013

Supervisor: Eric Holloway Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Our team needs assistance from a highly qualified ME undergraduate student interested in

working on diesel and natural gas engine research at Herrick Labs. This position will work with

a team of faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates to accomplish a range of activities at

Herrick Labs, including engine experiments, engine and test cell maintenance, data

processing, troubleshooting, and other activities supporting multiple research platforms. The

undergraduates typically perform a mix of hands-on activities on the engine and in the test cell,

as well as assisting with CAD, MATLAB scripts, GT-Power modeling, and assisting the faculty

and grad students with multiple engine/test cell tasks.

Final Deliverables:

The final deliverables will depend on the qualifications of the applicants and which project

students are assigned to. Details will be worked out at the start of the semester. It is likely the

student will work on multiple projects.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:

ME junior or senior; Prefer students who are seriously considering graduate school. Will only

consider students who can commit to working with our team both Fall and Spring semesters.

Ideal candidates will have prior experience with engines. Applicants sh
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Development and Analysis of Heat Pumps with Environmentally Friendly Working Fluids Project ID: R014

Supervisor: Riley Barta Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

As buildings consume approximately 40% of US energy, increasing their efficiency while also

ensuring they use working fluids that are environmentally friendly is a high priority. To support

this effort, this position will focus on the design and characterization of heat pumps using

environmentally friendly working fluids. Consisting of both experimental and numerical

analysis, this position will entail the analysis of heat pump systems, their components (i.e.,

compressors and heat exchangers) and the working fluids they utilize (i.e., refrigerants and

compressor lubricants). Specific tasks are as follows:Experimental characterization of

compressor and heat exchanger performance, as well as thermo-physical properties of new

working fluids.Numerical characterization of the experimental results and input into heat pump

system models to predict their performance in a range of applications and operation

conditions.In addition to technical content, there will be opportunities to collaborate with other

students and research groups in a range of thermal systems applications.

Final Deliverables:

The final deliverables will depend on the qualifications of the applicants and which project

students are assigned to. Details will be worked out at the start of the semester. It is likely the

student will work on multiple projects.

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:

Junior or Senior in good standing (ME, AAE, ChE)Numerical (Python, EES, Fluid property

characterization) simulationNecessary coursework: Thermodynamics, Heat &amp; Mass

Transfer, Fluid Mechanics
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Realization of meta-material via 3D additive manufacturingProject ID: R015

Supervisor: Yung C. Shin Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Metamaterials are artificial or man-made materials that are crafted to achieve physical

behaviors that are not demonstrated by the constituting material in its conventional sense.

They are achieved by cumulating the behavior of the unit cell designed into the macro scale

and thereby the effects are also translated into the macro scale. Auxetic, acoustic, and

electromagnetic metamaterials are the most pondered subjects in the research field as they

have large applications/potential.  This research is to experimentally exploit the feasibility of

building different metamaterials by using 3D additive manufacturing.   3D additive

manufacturing provides unprecedented capabilities for building complex 3D structures from

CAD drawings

Final Deliverables:

1.	Literature review of related fields.2.	Design 3D metastructure and build them using a 3D

printer in the lab.3.	Characterize the resultant properties of meta-material.4.	Generate a

technical report summarizing all the findings.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Sophomore or higher with 3.4 or higher in GPA
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Data-driven modeling of microstructure- properties relationships for additively manufactured metal parts Project ID: R016

Supervisor: Yung C. Shin Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

This study is to investigate the mechanical properties of metal alloy parts built by various metal

additive manufacturing (AM) processes in terms of the resultant microstructure and to

establish a data-driven model between the microstructure and mechanical properties.  

Additive manufacturing due to its inherent nature of localized heating and cooling produces

heterogeneous microstructure, which affects resultant mechanical properties.  Due to the

number of parameters used in AM, predicting the resultant mechanical properties is very

time-consuming and expensive, which remains one of the main obstacles to wide adoption in

the industry.  This study aims to establish the microstructure-property relationship of AM-built

metal parts, which will contribute to the drastic reduction of process lead time and certification

of parts.   The participating student(s) is expected to establish microstructure-mechanical

property relationships by processing microstructure images to extract microstructure

information from the literature and AM built samples, and then using a machine learning

technique to establish the relationships between microstructure and mechanical properties.  In

addition, opportunities exist to print actual tensile specimens using the available facilities in the

supervisorâ€™s lab, conduct heat treatment, carry out microstructure measurements, and

perform mechanical testing using a universal testing machine.

Final Deliverables:
A final written report is required for the final grade, which shall contain a literature review,

collected microstructure data, all the experimental results, and analysis results.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Junior or Senior standing with a minimum GPA of 3.5
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Additive manufacturing of soft materials by ink-jet 3D printing Project ID: R017

Supervisor: Yung C. Shin Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

This study is to explore the additive manufacturing capabilities of novel soft materials such as

different polymers, metal + polymers or ceramic + polymers, using a 3D inkjet type printer

available in the supervisorâ€™s lab.   The student is expected to optimize the process

parameters to build successful samples using the selected materials and characterize their

geometric accuracy, microstructural and mechanical properties.

Final Deliverables:
A final written report is required for the final grade, which contains all the experimental results,

collected testing results and analysis results.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Sophomore, Junior and Senior with a minimum GPA of 3.4
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Fabrication and characterization of micro/nanoscale mechanical and optical devices Project ID: R018

Supervisor: Yung C. Shin Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Two-photon polymerization (TPP) is a unique and prominent additive manufacturing (AM)

technique that offers the capability of fabricating true 3D dimensional micro/nanostructures

with spatial resolution in the nanometer regime using a femtosecond laser. Given the

ever-longing demand for complex three-dimensional microstructures fine features in the

semiconductor and biomedical domains, TPP presents an optimal solution.This research

involves the design, fabrication, and characterization of optical devices such as flat lenses

(metasurfaces), Fresnel lenses, micro lens arrays (MLAs), photonic crystals (PCs) etc. and/or

lattice structures which exhibit superior mechanical properties such as super hydrophobic

surfaces, mechanical metamaterials, drug delivery devices etc.

Final Deliverables:

A final written report is required for the final grade, which must contain a literature review,

design of metal material, 3D printing of the designed structure, all the experimental

characterization and analysis results.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Junior or Senior standing with a minimum GPA of 3.4
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Laser micromachining of polymers and glasses Project ID: R019

Supervisor: Yung C. Shin Number of positions: 1

Project Description:

Creating micro features on various materials is necessary for various engineering products. 

This research involves in creating micro channels and pockets on polymeric parts using laser

ablation.   Different lasers are available for this purpose depending on the optical properties of

materials.  This goal of this project is to conduct an experimental study on micromachining

using a CO2 laser to explore the feasibility of micromachining glasses and polymers and to

optimize process parameters for the best quality and high throughput.  Potential applications of

these microchannels are micro heat exchangers or microfluidic devices.

Final Deliverables:
A final written report is required for the final grade, which contains literature review,

experimental design and results, collected post characterization data and analysis results.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Sophomore, Junior or Senior with a minimum GPA of 3.4
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Research in laser-based manufacturing and materials processingProject ID: R020

Supervisor: Benxin Wu Number of positions: 5

Project Description:

Students are expected to perform work in the field of laser-based manufacturing and materials

processing. A student may be involved in one or multiple topics in laser-based additive and/or

substractive manufacturing.

Final Deliverables:
Students will be evalualted based on the quantiy, quality and difficulty of the work performed.

The exact form of deliverables depends on the actual topic(s) in which the student is involved.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Good hands-on, material chateracterization, CAD and/or machine shop capabilities, etc.
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Development of Multimaterial 3D Printer Project ID: R021

Supervisor: Alex Chortos Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Engineered systems often benefit from the ability to pattern materials in complex 3D

arrangements, which has recently been enabled by the development of 3D printing systems

that can deposit multiple materials. This is particularly valuable in fields such as printed

electronics for wearable devices and semiconductor packaging. Direct write printing is a

nozzle-based printing process similar to common fused deposition modeling (FDM), but uses

paste-like inks that can be printed at room temperature, allowing multiple materials to be

printed and cured together. We have developed an open source DIW printer that can print up

to 8 materials through 3 z-axes. Continuing work will include the implementation of

multimaterial nozzles and the development of control algorithms to design print paths for

specific circuits.

Final Deliverables:

Deliverables are discussed weekly based on the progress and challenges encountered during

research the previous week. The final semester deliverables will include a presentation (~10

min) and a report (~8 pages).

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:
No specific qualifications. Preferred candidates will be sophomores or juniors with a good GPA

and/or previous hands-on experience.
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Soft Robots for Manipulating Biology Project ID: R022

Supervisor: Alex Chortos Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

In vitro cell growth (growing cells in a petri dish) is essential for drug testing and basic science.

However, cells are very sensitive to their environment, and to get accurate information about

the behavior of cells in the body, in vitro systems should reproduce the environment in the

body, including 3D arrangements of cells and cyclic mechanical deformation such as

experienced by the heart or lungs. We develop advanced tools to grow and study cells, which

leverages soft electronics and soft robotics technologies. Learning opportunities include

methods for fabricating 3D structures out of elastomers and the development of control

systems for actuators.

Final Deliverables:

Deliverables are discussed weekly based on the progress and challenges encountered during

research the previous week. The final semester deliverables will include a presentation (~10

min) and a report (~8 pages).

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:
No specific qualifications. Preferred candidates will be sophomores or juniors with a good GPA

and/or previous hands-on experience.
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: In vitro microfluidic device for cell migration study Project ID: R023

Supervisor: Euiwon Bae Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Undergraduate students will be involved in the research related to schistosomiasis â€“a major

neglected tropical disease affecting more than 200 million people worldwide. Along with

working with a post-doctoral research associate and weekly meeting with Dr. Euiwon Bae, UG

student's main task will be designing the in vitro microfluidic device that emulates the cell

migration of schistosome eggs through different types of blood vessels and endothelial cells.

As an ME undergraduate student, the student's main focus will be sample matrix

characterization and design and fabrication of the microfluidic device.

Final Deliverables:
Weekly submission of ppt slides to update the progress.Final prototype fabrication and CAD

design and a summary of the report will be required.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:
-Willingness to work as a team. Sometimes, tasks will be split out-Working the biology

post-doc-Enthusiasm on the fluidic system desgin and fabrication
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Optical microplastic detection system design and validation Project ID: R024

Supervisor: Euiwon Bae Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Microplastics in the food chain is a huge concern due to the widespread presence of

small-sized plastic particles in food, drink, and water. These could be serious environmental

and health concerns and the research community is interested in testing for the presence of

these from various sources. UG students will conduct a short literature survey, come up with

testing requirements, design an optical interrogation system for plastic particles and fabricate

the prototype (depends on the progress of the research).

Final Deliverables:
-Weekly meeting slides (in ppt)-Final prototype (if the research progress and design is

ready)-Final report -Mid-term project design proposal and final presentation

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:
-Willingness to work as a team-Openness to explore a broad spectrum of ideas-Interest in the

design of the fluidic and optical system design
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Electrostatic Breakdown Enabled Triboelectric Devices Project ID: R025

Supervisor: James Gibert Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

OverviewTriboelectricity, originating from the Greek root &quot;tribos&quot; meaning rubbing,

is a form of electricity generated through friction. Contrary to the traditional understanding that

physical rubbing is required, triboelectricity primarily arises from contact electrification. This

phenomenon is observed when different materialsâ€”ranging from metals (conductors) and

semiconductors to dielectrics (insulators)â€”make contact. Recent advancements have led to

the focus on triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs), which utilize nanostructures on the

surfaces of dielectric materials to enhance charge transfer. TENGs have found applications in

various fields, including personal electronics, biomedical systems, electrochemical processes,

and human body energy harvesting. Project GoalThis project aims to develop a novel

triboelectric device that leverages the spontaneous electrostatic breakdown to enhance

efficiency and application scope. This new device will explore potential applications ranging

from power sources for wearable electronics to self-sensing metamaterials for vibration

suppression. Research Focus- Investigate the principles of triboelectricity and contact

electrification, with a particular emphasis on the mechanics behind spontaneous electrostatic

breakdown.- Design and fabricate a prototype of the triboelectric device to optimize charge

transfer and energy harvesting efficiency.- Explore innovative applications of the developed

triboelectric device, including but not limited to, wearable electronics and vibration suppression

metamaterials.

Final Deliverables:

- A midterm report detailing the design process, theoretical foundations, and preliminary

results from numerical simulations.- A final report presenting the prototype development,

comprehensive testing outcomes, potential applications, and future directions for research.This

project is well-suited for an undergraduate student passionate about renewable energy

technologies, materials science, and device engineering. The candidate should be innovative,

have a keen interest in experimental re

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:

- Experience with Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software for the design and development of

the triboelectric device.- Willingness to learn and utilize programming languages such as

MATLAB or Python for conducting numerical simulations to predict device pe
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Additive Manufacturing with Hybrid Continuous and Discontinuous Fiber SystemsProject ID: R026

Supervisor: Eduardo Barocio Number of positions: 3

Project Description:

Printing with continuous and discontinuous fiber-reinforced polymers has the potential to

produce parts with structural characteristics in the scale of multiple meters and in a relatively

short time. However, further research needs to be performed to investigate the

process-structure-property relationship of this additive manufacturing process. Particularly, the

effects of deposition conditions on the microstructure of the continuous and discontinuous fiber

systems. Therefore, the objective of this project is to characterize the

process-structure-property relationship for a hybrid continuous and discontinuous fiber printing

process developed at Purdue.

Final Deliverables:
Report in the form of a presentation. Students will be encouraged to prepare and present a

poster in a symposium.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:

-       CAD (Solidworks)-	Programming (Matlab, Python)-	Experience with 3D printing-	Curiosity

and attention to details-	Comfortable with hands-on work in a laboratory-	Coursework

completed: ME323: Mechanics of materials
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Compression molding of hybrid platelets and printed continuous fiber preforms for structural automotive applications. Project ID: R027

Supervisor: Eduardo Barocio Number of positions: 3

Project Description:

Carbon fiber composites are well known for the strength-to-weight ratio of continuous fiber

composites; however, the strength characteristics of fiber composites decrease rapidly with the

reduction of fiber length. Cutting the continuous fibers increases the processability of fiber

composites, which allows the manufacturing of more complex shapes than traditional

continuous fiber composites. Hence, this project aims to integrate the strength characteristics

of continuous fiber composites with the processability (flow) of discontinuous fiber composites.

More specifically, through a method developed for molding chopped carbon fiber thermoplastic

tape with continuous fiber preforms fabricated through 3D printing. Preforms will be designed

considering the flow conditions developed during the molding process and the locations in the

part where load-carrying capacity is required. The Additive Fusion Technology (AFT) from 9T

Labs will be used to fabricate preforms with continuous carbon fiber tape.

Final Deliverables:
Report in the form of a presentation at the end of the semester. Students will be encouraged to

prepare and present a poster in a symposium.

Option: Discuss with project supervisor

Option Information: Options and details to be discussed with faculty advisor

Desired Qualifications:

-	CAD (Solidworks)-	Programming (Matlab, Python)-	Experience with 3D printing-	Curiosity

and attention to details-	Comfortable with hands-on work in a laboratory-	Coursework

completed: (ME323) Mechanics of materials and (ME318) fluid mechanics.
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Enhancing VR Game Performance with a Wearable Resistance DeviceProject ID: R028

Supervisor: Laura Blumenschein Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Integrate wearable resistance device (device to be used: https://www.1109bravo.com/sports/) 

into Beat Saber gameplay to investigate their impact on game learning and performance

enhancement.Help develop a framework for analyzing the effects of physical resistance on

rhythm game skills acquisition and player endurance.Help run/design experiments to evaluate

improvements in player accuracy, reaction time, and overall game experience with the use of

the wearable resistance device.

Final Deliverables: Design of an experimental procedure along with initial pilot tests

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:

Experience OR interest in performing data analysis and familiarity with statistical software

(e.g., MATLAB, R, or Python)Experience OR interest in working with and designing virtual

environments using UnityBackground in exercise science, biomechanics,
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: A Wearable Resistance Deviceâ€™s Motor Learning Effects in Exercise Project ID: R029

Supervisor: Laura Blumenschein Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

wearable resistance (WR) devices, like the device shown here

https://www.1109bravo.com/sports/, have shown potential to enhance motor learning and

exercise performance by applying resistance band-generated force fields to the body during

movements like squats.Assist developing a novel way of measuring the resistance band force.

Potentially via a load cell or tension sensor.Help analyze data/develop protocol of a subject

outfitted with surface electromyography (sEMG) sensors to measure muscle activity while

using the wearable resistance device.

Final Deliverables: Design of force sensors for in use sensing of wearable resistance deviceFinal presentation

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:

Experience OR interest in performing data analysis and familiarity with statistical software

(e.g., MATLAB, R, or Python)Background in exercise science, biomechanics, robotics, or

designing wearable devices is preferredEnjoyed taking either/or: ME354
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Machine Learning for Engineers Project ID: R030

Supervisor: Carlos Corvalan Number of positions: 3

Project Description:

Machine Learning for Engineers: The intersection of machine learning and classical

engineering is a rapidly growing field with transformative potential. Machine learning provides

a powerful framework that can enhance and even transform engineering research and

industrial applications. This project will bring together machine learning and engineering

mathematics to integrate modeling and simulation of engineering systems including fluid

mechanics and heat transfer with modern methods in data science. Students will discuss and

apply recent advances in scientific computing and machine learning that enable data-driven

discovery to be applied to a diverse range of engineering systems.

Final Deliverables: Working computer codes leveraging machine-learning to solve engineering problems

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Background in linear algebra, differential equations and scientific computing are desirable
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Localization in Unknown Repetitive Environments Using Growing RobotsProject ID: R031

Supervisor: Laura Blumenschein Number of positions: 1

Project Description:

Development of sensors to be integrated into soft growing robots that allow them to localize

themselves within unknown environments with repeated features. Project will involve primarily

work designing sensors and testing them, potentially integrating them with existing algorithms

for deploying the robots.

Final Deliverables: Design of sensor modules for soft robot

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:
Enjoyed taking either/or: ME354 (Machine Design), ME365/375 (Controls I/II), ME263

(Sophomore Design)Experience or familiarity building circuits
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Machine learning and atomistic level predictions of nanoscale heat transferProject ID: R032

Supervisor: Xiulin Ruan Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

Nanoscale heat transfer, such as thermal conductivity, interfacial conductance, reflectivity,

absorptivity, and transmissivity are critical in thermal management of electronic devices and

sustainable energy applications. The undergraduate students will assist postdoctoral fellows or

PhD students to predict these properties from the atomic structures of materials, using

methods based on machine learning, optics, or quantum mechanics.

Final Deliverables: Literature and information search, research results, final presentation.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Junior or senior standing
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Solar and thermal radiation energy engineering Project ID: R033

Supervisor: Xiulin Ruan Number of positions: 2

Project Description:

The sun sends enormous amount of light and heat to the Earth and is the primary source of

energy. On the other hand, the deep space serves as an extremely cold heat sink that can

enable sky radiative cooling. Radiative cooling is a passive cooling technology by reflecting

sunlight and emitting infrared heat, both to the deep space. It has the promise to provide free

air conditioning for buildings and other infrastructures. Recently, our group has developed

ultrawhite paints to cool surfaces below the ambient temperature under sublight without

consuming power (Google search &quot;Purdue whitest paint&quot;). In this project the

undergraduate students will assist postdoctoral fellows or PhD students to design, model,

fabricate, and measure nanoparticle-polymer composites for high-performance radiative

cooling, solar heating, and/or dynamic switching between cooling and heating as needed.

Final Deliverables: Literature and information search, research results, final presentation.

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Junior or senior standing
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: MSRAL Research Project ID: R034

Supervisor: David J. Cappelleri Number of positions: 2-3

Project Description:

The Multi-Scale Robotics &amp; Automation Lab (MSRAL, multiscalerobotics.org) performs

cutting-edge research on robotic and automation systems at various length scales:

macro-scale (cm to m), meso-scale (~100's of um to a few mm's), and micro-scale (10's of um

to 100's of um). MSRAL has projects on multi-scale robotic manipulation, automation, and

assembly, mobile micro robotics, micro aerial and ground vehicle design &amp; control,

medical robotics and devices, agricultural robotics, and space robotics.  See more

here:https://youtu.be/b-Ge1tEr_DQ

Final Deliverables: Final report; Project dependent deliverables may include a working prototype/demonstration

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications:
Junior standing or higher; Experience with robotics, mechatronics, 3D printing, electronics, and

programming is preferred.
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Mechanical Engineering

Project-based research

Project name: Microcantilever mechanical and dynamic analysis Project ID: R035

Supervisor: Ryan Wagner Number of positions: 1 to 3

Project Description:

Microscopy of conductive and nonconductive structures with atomic resolution is possible by

scanning a sharp tip over a surface.  By mounting the tip on a cantilever, we can infer the

forces on the tip by the cantileverâ€™s deflection. This is the basis of a tool called an atomic

force microscope (AFM).  Because AFM leverages mechanical interactions between the tip

and surface, its functionality can be extended to measure mechanical properties with

nanometer-scale resolution.   The dynamic response of the AFM cantilever to forces of varying

magnitude and frequency is central to the operation of the instrument.  In this project, we will

analyze the motion and stability of the AFM cantilever while interacting with a sample surface

and excited by harmonic drive forces at different frequencies.  By doing this, we can improve

the AFMâ€™s capability to measure mechanical properties in operating modes where

multifrequency cantilever excitation is used.

Final Deliverables: Written and Oral report

Option: For credits

Option Information: 3 credits

Desired Qualifications: Junior or Senior status
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